I have been promoted from Grand Master to Professor. My teacher is using his Doctor of Wushu instead of Prof.
The section that needs changing is the very top of the website with the captions next to the three-dimensional
pictures. The numbers are the 10 red dots
1) PROFESSOR JOSEPH DODARO EXTREME
COMBAT ENERGY CONDITIONING AT 60
California Corporation
FIRE DRAGON ENERGETIC
EXPLODING FORCE INC.
2) PROFESSOR JOSEPH DODARO EXTREME
COMBAT ENERGY CONDITIONING AT 60
COBRA SPECIAL FORCES CREATED FOR
UNITED STATES MILITARY
3) GENERAL LI YUAN CHIH
COMMANDER HSU FUN YUEN
EVOLVE 21 SPECIAL FORCES ASSASSINS
4) PROFESSOR JOSEPH DODARO
OF QI GONG CERTIFIED BY WUSHU
DOCTOR HONG CHAO ZHANG
5) PROFESSOR JOSEPH DODARO
OF TAIJIQUAN CERTIFIED BY WUSHU
DOCTOR HONG CHAO ZHANG
6) PROFESSOR JOSEPH DODARO
OF SHAOLIN CERTIFIED BY WUSHU
DOCTOR HONG CHAO ZHANG
7) NO CHANGE
8)NO CHANGE
9)NOCHANGE
10) CREATING CHINA’S SPECIAL
FORCES ASSASSIN WITH
SUPERNATURAL IMMORTALITY
POWERS

the next section is under INTERNATIONAL CREDENTIALS NEXT TO THE PICTURE OF ME BARE CHEST WITH
DRAGONS. This is on home page. Next section after you hit more please add picture to inside sent attachment
COBRA

INTERNATIONAL CREDENTIALS
International Authentic Credentials from Military Commanders, Wushu Doctor, Wushu
Professor, Zen Priest, and Shaolin Warrior Monk over 54 years.

INTERNATIONAL CREDENTIALS
International Authentic Credentials from Military Commanders, Wushu Doctor, Wushu
Professor, Zen Priest, and Shaolin Warrior Monk over 54 years.
International Authentic Credentials from China’s Military Commander, Doctor of Chinese
Wushu, Commander of Japan's Imperial Army, Zen Priest, and Shaolin Warrior Monk certified

Professor Joseph Dodaro after 54 years of dedicated training. Commander Hsu and Professor Dodaro specialized Cobra
Precise Combat Tactical Assault for Homeland Security, United States Military, California Law Enforcement Agencies and
Close Protection Government Agents. Cobra Professional Services Systems is Designed for Bodyguard Agencies, Security
Forces, and Military Contractors. Cobra is an authentic traditional Chinese Military Elite Special Forces system that
generates supernatural combat pressurized energy force through energetic conditioning. This strengthens the dynamic
biological life force system while simultaneously executes extreme devastating destroying force consistently in close
quarter combat.
Commander Hsu, Fun Yuen of China’s Elite Special Forces Assassins Certified Joseph
Dodaro over 20 years of private training from 1977 to 1997 to 7th level Master of China’s
Traditional Military Systems June 30,1991. Twenty years of additional training was required under Doctor Hong

Chao Zhang to authenticate the advancement of this rank to 9th level. Commander trained all government officials and
agencies. China's Military Academy General LI Yuan Chih and Commander Hsu, Fun Yuen second-in-command evolved
invincible assassins with supernatural immortality powers through eight traditional secretive Military Arts created by Military
Generals over 7,000 years exploding from the evolution of QI Gong. 1) Wu Xing the Five Elements, Five Phases, QI Gong 2)
Special Forces Secretive Tactical Assault QI Gong 3) Chen Taijiquan 4) Tongbeiquan 5) Xingyiquan 6) Baguazhang 7) Shaolin
8) Assassination 21 Phases QI Gong Energy Transformations Conditioning Maneuvers. Transformed with Five Traditional
Chinese Elements Wu Xing and Three Military Phases of Dragon-Earth / Snake-Water / Tiger-Fire / Crane-Metal / PantherWood / Gorilla-Force / Eagle-Spirit and Tiger Cobra-Quan-Fa.
Wushu Doctor Hong Chao Zhang advanced Master Joseph Dodaro over 20 years of private
training from 1996 to 2015 to Grand Master September 6, 2012. Advanced to Professor of
Military QI Gong, Professor of Military Taijiquan, and Professor of Military Shaolin on March 23,
2015. Wushu Doctor Zhang a government educator is one of the five founders of QI Gong Research Association at Wuhan

and Shanghai Institute of Physical Education where he holds Bachelors and Graduate Degrees in Gong Fu. Wushu is a
classification of all China's combat systems over the past 7,000 years continuously being researched by military Generals
and government research centers. Doctor Zhang has won several Wushu gold medals in international and national
competitions in China, and was an international Wushu Judge. Doctor Zhang is an expert in Chinese medicine, acupuncture,
Tuina (massage) and treating sports injuries. He trained Hubei Providence Police Organization where he instructed officers
in Qinna (joint locks), Dianxue (acupuncture points) to quickly paralyze a criminal, take them to faint preventing escape or
attack, or escalate to deadly force and Wushu combat energy conditioning.
Commander Koichi Tohei of Japan’s Imperial Army, Founder of Shin Shin Toitsu Aikido,
and Founder of KI NO Kenkyukai. Certified Joseph Dodaro to Sandan third degree black belt in
KI Aikido / Aiki-Jujutsu July 24, 1987, Shoden fourth advanced level of KI Development (generate Internal energy

force to execute pressurized exploding force) Shen Psyche Meditation August 25, 1986, and Associate Lecturer September
16, 1995. Master level of Kiatsu Meridian Energy Channels execute Acupuncture energy field points for combat and health.
Zen Priest Shihan Fumio Toyoda Uchideshi under Doshu Kisshomaru Ueshiba Aikikiai
Hombu Dojo Japan certified Joseph Dodaro to Yodan Sensei in Aikido / Aiki-Jujutsu May 18,
1998. Over 27 years 1974 to 2001 Japanese Military Police Traditional Aiki-Jujutsu and Aikido, Qinna joint locks,

quick takedowns constrictions, and knife combat. Sensei Dodaro is internationally register at Aikikiai Hombu Dojo Japan.
Shaolin Warrior Monk James Lee certified Joseph Dodaro trained with his Disciple 1971 to
2010. Master of Shaolin Quan-Fa January 1, 1995. First non-Chinese to receive a Master Level in a Chinese

Family Clan and Japanese Family Clan. Warrior Monk Lee was a powerful Warlord in China under his Chinese grandfather

Professor Joseph Dodaro Professionally trained Chicago Police, Cook, McHenry, DuPage,
and Kane County Sheriffs, Corrections Response Team (CRT), plus city Law Enforcement Officers for those counties

for 27 years. He was a Kane County auxiliary deputy sheriff 1997-2002. Defensive tactical educator for the state of Illinois
(N.E.M.R.T.) 2002-2007 created a state approved combat energy conditioning system C.P.R.S. Control Pressure Restraint
Submission scoring perfect scores at state training seminars for five years. Created IDS Internal Defense System for the
Aviation Industry specifically for Captain Fred Bates head of security for American Airlines and IDS for the TSA
Transportation Security Administration. IDS system included four DVDs on health, combat energy conditioning, QI
pressurized force, and the 1800 page Defensive Tactical CD Manual with 900 page full pictures of Shaolin’s deadly poison
hands.
Professor Joseph Dodaro has authentic international ranking training in the most
prestigious Chinese traditional secretive military systems created by military Generals proven
effective in the battlefields. China's traditional military systems are enormous demanding extraordinary Military

Generals, Commanders, and Doctors of Wushu to traditionally educate disciples in a comprehensive methodology education
presenting elaborate wisdom and knowledge. Professor’s extensive education can design systems specifically for the
United States Government Agencies, Military, and California Law Enforcement that is specialized for their individual needs.
QI Gong Systems are designed for extraordinary health execute slow meditative pressurize force breathing that has been
researched 7,000 years and recently by Harvard University medical school stating it is the best kept secret medical history
as the amount the disease it can cure and prevent is astronomical. Professor trains daily in QI Gong the past 45 years and
has an extreme combat energy conditioning physique. Military Dragon Chen Taijiquan developed from QI Gong adds
explosive combat transforming with Incredible health. China’s traditional secretive military systems transform energetic
energies, intellectual combat skills, explosive combat conditioning, and enhance health.
Commander and Doctor educated Professor Dodaro in all secretive traditional Chinese
weapons vital advancing to Professor. Chinese long weapons are heavy demanding extraordinary strength, excellent

balance, incredible endurance and stamina as short weapons execute amazing speed. General LI was a genius at combat
tactical assaults famous in the world for the Chinese traditional straight sword that he passed on to Commander Hsu who
handed this high honor to Professor Dodaro. Commander, Doctor, and Zen Priest trained Professor in traditional weapons
routines and combat fighting at blazing speeds as each weapon attacks in an unique style. Weapons executed for centuries
in wars spiritually connect with China’s history.
Professor Joseph Dodaro privately trained 20 years over 20,000 hours with Commander
Hsu, 11,000 hours close to 20 years with Doctor Zhang, 40,000 hours in group classes and 7,000
in private training with Shihan Fumio Toyoda over 27 years. The vast amounts of extensive comprehensive

methodology education is astronomical. Professor Dodaro grew up in Chicago’s Little Italy next to downtown in the
shadows of Al Capone’s armies in the early 50s. At age 7 began training in Jujutsu and Judo at the YMCA. By the age of 14
training daily after school with Professor Keith See of Hawaii Kempo, Chinese Professors from Chinatown and their
Disciples. Chinese Professors were hired by Italian business executives to train their bodyguards, families, in deadly force,
and preserve the health of the godfathers. Joseph began intensive daily training at age 15 on a work program attending only
four hours of school.
Shaolin Warrior Monk James Lee was extremely impressed with Joseph’s education and
overwhelmed he enter Commander Hsu, and Zen Priest Fumio Toyoda’s Disciple programs as
they just arrived in Chicago. Warrior Monk Lee accepted Joseph to become his Disciple continually training in his

secretive family clan system Shaolin Quan-Fa for 20 years to become a Master. Lee demanded Joseph advance to Master
with Command Hsu, become a Sensei of Aikido and Aiki-jujutsu, then Lee would certify him to master of his secretive family
clan’s Quan-Fa. On January 1, 1995, Master Joseph Dodaro became the first non-Chinese Master to keep this tradition alive
secretly, and reserved for professional Military and Government agencies.

Professor Joseph Dodaro is one of the highest authentic educators with international
credentials in the original traditional secretive military systems. His extensive comprehensive methodology
and 27 years of teaching Chicago law enforcement offers professionals the highest level of intellectual combat skills, extraordinary
transformation of intrinsic energies keeping professionals at a heightened level of alertness, incredible combat energy conditioning,
powerful intuition, extraordinary quick reflexes, enhance health, strong Shen Psyche conscious and unconscious mind that eliminates
psychoactive substance abuse and psychological dependencies, and offers you and your family a quality energetic lifestyle to discover
the secrets of the universe and the pathway to longevity.
Professor Joseph Dodaro privately trained 20 years over 20,000 hours with Commander
Hsu, 11,000 hours close to 20 years with Doctor Zhang, 40,000 hours in group classes and 7,000 in private training

with Shihan Fumio Toyoda over 27 years. The vast amounts of extensive comprehensive methodology education is
astronomical. Professor Dodaro grew up in Chicago’s Little Italy next to downtown in the shadows of Al Capone’s armies in
the early 50s. At age 7 began training in Jujutsu and Judo at the YMCA. By the age of 14 training daily after school with
Professor Keith See of Hawaii Kempo, Chinese Professors from Chinatown and their Disciples that were hired by Italian
business executives to train their bodyguards and self protection and preserve the health of the godfathers. Joseph began
intensive daily training at age 16 on a work program attending only four hours of school.
Commander executes Cobra Combat tactical assault energy conditioning maneuvers
experimenting with his American disciple discovering tremendous achievements each session.

The disciple trained every other day with the commander training solitary conditioning mentally and physically to advance to
the next session as traditional systems and maneuvers begin to reconstruct dynamic biological life force system. This is a
dramatic change as the disciple begins to see the pathway to enlightenment developing supernatural immortality powers.
Impossible to explain this magnificent energetic feeling, but the disciple’s conditioning at 60 years old is astonishing
executing amazing speeds, incredible endurance, stamina, superior intellectual skills, and explosive force encourages
professionals to demand a quality lifestyle. Commander Hsu redesigned Cobra based on his research over 20 years training
his American disciple at different levels for government agencies, United States military, law enforcement agencies, and for
citizens health.
Doctor Zhang escalates Master Dodaro’s training in the disciple system the next two
decades after Commander Hsu retires returning to China. Wushu Doctor Hong Chao Zhang a government

educator is one of the five founders of QI Gong Research Association at Wuhan and Shanghai Institute of Physical
Education where he holds Bachelors and Graduate Degrees in Gong Fu. Doctor was one of 10 out of millions of Masters
accepted by the government to become a Wushu Doctor that would train with the secretive royal family clan leaders in the
highest level systems in China to preserve for the government. Doctor Zhang graduated from university and stayed to train
the 10 selected Masters each year. Doctor Zhang traveled throughout China training in famous places as Shaolin Temple,
Chen Village, Wudang Mountain etc. Doctor trained high officials in all government agencies and law enforcement. Doctor
Zhang is one of the top five world renown in Wushu that is a classification of all China’s combat conditioning and health
systems that is astonishing. Doctor Zhang is internationally famous for his extensive education, books he’s written,
discovery in QI Gong research, and world seminars.
Doctor Zhang certified Professor Dodaro with the same requirements as China’s University
in QI Gong original system 7,000 years old, Taijiquan, and Shaolin over 2000 years old. Doctor and

Commander trained Professor to teach China’s traditional secretive military systems and energy conditioning maneuvers at
the highest levels as he represents them and their reputation is their life's work. Doctor specialized Professor’s training in
the three supreme systems in the world QI Gong, Taijiquan, and Shaolin demands astronomical amounts of knowledge over
40 years of full-time training. Professor Dodaro for the first time is becoming internationally famous as his credentials are
being presented to the United States Marines at Camp Pendleton, Homeland Security, and California Law enforcement
agencies. Streaming online live prerecorded 100 video classes will be released in the near future circulating world web.
China’s traditional secretive military systems are enormous as Taijiquan and Shaolin required complete long and short
weapon systems and combat tactical assault in addition the transformations of secretive energies, acupuncture energy field
points, thrusting energy channels, meridian pathway channels, 13 organ systems, 78 organs, microvascular orbit of energy,
dynamic biological life force system etc.

Doctor Zhang’s comprehensive extensive methodology has taken Professor Dodaro to
astonishing levels that consistently increase in daily training that has shown miraculous results
in his teachings inspiring others to develop a healthy life. Spirituality escalates the imagination to search for

the secrets of the universe to help mankind develop supernatural powers to find the pathway to enlightenment. Shen Psyche
the conscious and unconscious mind is the command center that destroys psychological dependencies and psychoactive
substance abuse that is vital to enjoy a healthy life. Modern psychology and psychiatry has discovered QI Gong and
Taijiquan practiced daily with therapy has better results then medication without side effects. Qigong the conditioning health
Art that that has been researched is the best kept secret in medical history. Harvard Medical School “Health Care” is the
Treatment and Prevention of Illness "Exercise is the best-kept secret in preventive medicine.” http://www.health.harvard.edu/
healthbeat/HB_web/the-health-benefits-of-tai-chi.htm "Tai Chi (Qigong Style) is often described as “meditation in motion,”
but it might well be called “medication in motion.” There is growing evidence that this mind-body practice, which originated
in China as a martial art, has value in treating or preventing many health problems.”
Commander Koichi Tohei of Japan’s Imperial Army, Founder of Shin Shin Toitsu Aikido, and
Founder of KI NO Kenkyukai. Certified Joseph Dodaro Shoden fourth advanced level of KI Development

(generate Internal energy force to execute pressurized exploding force) Shen Psyche Meditation August 25, 1986, and
Associate Lecturer September 16, 1995. Master level of Kiatsu Meridian Energy Channels execute Acupuncture energy field
points for combat and health. Commander Tohei came to Chicago for bimonthly seminars from Japan specializing in KI
pressurized energy force strikes in Aiki-Jujutsu similar to Chen QI pressurize energy force exploding strikes at a basic level
but extremely effective. Chinese traditional systems execute combat energy conditioning over 7,000 years as Aikido was
developed in 1945 and an excellent system. KI development testing was created by Commander Tohei that is ingenious
using physical pressurized force to understand spiritual energy forces. Sensei Dodaro was the only American permitted to
have dinner with Commander Tohei, Zen Priest Toyoda, and seven of his closest disciples each time they arrived in Chicago
for seminars.
Zen Priest Shihan Fumio Toyoda Uchideshi under Doshu Kisshomaru Ueshiba Aikikiai
Hombu Dojo Japan certified Joseph Dodaro Sensei to Yodan in Aikido / Aiki-Jujutsu May 18, 1998 Private training in

Japanese Military Police Traditional Aiki-Jujutsu and Aikido, Qinna joint locks, quick takedowns constrictions, and Tanto
knife combat. Sensei Dodaro is internationally ranked and register at Hombu Dojo Japan. Sensei Dodaro trained a group of
his Italian corporate executive’s children in the aikido classes for several years and trained all the classes when Shihan
Toyoda would teach seminars internationally. After the last class each evening Shihan Toyoda gave his disciple Joseph
Dodaro a private training session in Aiki-Jujutsu as the dojo was changing to Aikido because of the amount of injuries from
the explosive takedowns. The disciple began classes at 4pm to 10pm private session to 11pm weekdays as Monday,
Wednesday, and Fridays he came directly from Commander Hsu’ sessions. The disciple created incredible energies as he
trained several hours a day since 14 years old and had a strong intuition that these magnificence teachers would return to
their own countries as he vowed to accomplish his teaching degrees. Aiki-Jujutsu and Aikido gave the disciple tremendous
amount of hours to combat training with high rank Japanese Sensei.
Professor Dodaro’s intensive private training sessions with Commander Hsu, Doctor
Zhang, and Shihan Toyoda 44 years over ten hours daily including his personal training in Special
Forces combat energy conditioning traditional secretive systems and maneuvers energized extraordinary mental

and physical conditioning without any fatigue. Special forces Assassins are the elite forces that train in elaborate secretive
systems creating invisibility. Traditional secretive military system maneuvers develops, strengthens, and sculptures
contractile muscles to receive instant signaling to engage in the assault executing devastating explosive force. Physically a
combat maneuver twists and turns in a low cross leg Dragon motion that places tremendous force on bones through
ossification generates bone marrow density simultaneously pressurized force increases muscle cell mass as Dragon
executes entire routines in these low explosive maneuvers that have assassins move with the speed and agility of a Panther.
Dragon in a static stance develop slow twitch muscles from fatiguing than quickly assaults in a dynamic movement that
develops fast twitch muscles from fatiguing. Forearms twist close to the body make it impossible for the enemy to find
openings or use techniques as the high density bone marrow can withstand powerful destructive force.

